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Abstract
Facial gender and smile classification in unconstrained
environment is challenging due to the invertible and large
variations of face images. In this paper, we propose a deep
model composed of GNet and SNet for these two tasks. We
leverage the multi-task learning and the general-to-specific
fine-tuning scheme to enhance the performance of our
model. Our strategies exploit the inherent correlation between face identity, smile, gender and other face attributes
to relieve the problem of over-fitting on small training set
and improve the classification performance. We also propose the tasks-aware face cropping scheme to extract attribute-specific regions. The experimental results on the
ChaLearn 16 FotW dataset for gender and smile classification demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods.
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1. Introduction
Facial gender and smile classification attracts extensive
research interests partly due to their increasing numbers of
applications. The large visual variations of faces, such as
occlusions, pose changes, and extreme lightings, impose
great challenge for these tasks in real world applications.
Several previous methods [7, 8] treat multiple attributes
classification with a single deep network and solve them
jointly. However, their models are not face attribute-specific hence their performance on a specific attribute
(gender or smile) may be limited. Some methods [4, 5]
classify different attributes independently, but they ignore
the inherent correlation among smile, gender and other face
attributes prediction tasks.
CelebA [7] is a prevalent and large-scale public dataset
with forty kinds of face attribute annotations including
gender, smile, and other thirty-eight attributes (e.g., wearing hat, wearing glasses and young). The weak visual variations of faces in this dataset are impeditive for training a
powerful model directly. FotW is a more challenging dataset with a smaller size, provided by CVPR 2016 Looking
at People Challenge [14]. Therefore, we pre-train the
models on CelebA [7] and fine-tune on FotW. Besides, we
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Figure 1: Testing pipeline of our framework. In the first stage, we detect
face and facial landmarks from input image. Then we crop face using
different cropping schemes. In the last stage, cropped faces are fed to
GNet or SNet for gender or smile classification.

use multi-task and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme
to obtain more discriminative description. Different from
General-to-Specific Deep Transfer Learning [9], our
method includes coarse-to-fine phases where exploits the
inherent correlation between gender, smile and other face
attributes.
In this paper, we propose a deep architecture, composed
of two convolutional neural networks (CNNs) GNet and
SNet, for facial gender and smile classification tasks. The
testing pipeline is showed in Figure 1. We use multi-task
and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme while training
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Figure 2. The pipeline of multi-task and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme. After training a CNN for face identification, there are three steps of
fine-tuning to adapt the CNN for recognizing attributes.

our models. Specifically, we use face identification and
other face attributes classification supervisory signal for a
more powerful CNN. After that, we fine-tune this CNN for
a specific face attribute (smile or gender). Besides, we introduce tasks-aware face cropping scheme for better performance. The contributions of this work are summarized
as below:
1) We propose a CNNs based framework using multi-task and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme
for facial smile and gender classification.
2) We use tasks-aware face cropping scheme to get
better performance.

2.

Related Works

In this section, we briefly review related methods for
facial gender and smile classification.
Inspired by the good performance of CNNs in computer
vision tasks, such as image classification [17] and face
recognition [18], several CNNs based smile and gender
classification approaches have been proposed in recent
years.
For facial gender classification, Fudong Nian et al. [1]
propose to use CNN for robust gender classification in
unconstrained environment. They test their method on the
LFWA [7] database and get the state-of-art performance of
98.8% for gender classification. Compared with object
classification using a large-scale dataset, Imagenet [10],
there are only few small-scale datasets collected from real-world for gender and smile classification. G Levi et al. [2]
propose a CNN based approach that works well on small
dataset.
Facial expression plays an important role in social
communications and attracts extensive research interests.
Gil Levi et al. [3] propose an emotion recognition method
on the Emotion Recognition in the Wild Challenge
(EmitionW 2015) [13]. They propose a mapped binary
pattern and pre-train models on other datasets for different
face analysis tasks, such as CASIA-WebFace [11] that
leads the model to learn face identification related features.
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These features are useful for facial expression analysis. For
smile classification, P. O. Glauner et al. [4] use CNN based
method to achieve great a performance on the Denver Intensity of Spontaneous Facial Action (DISFA) [12] and
exploit the smile-related region (mouth and cheek).

3.

Our Approach

The overall pipeline of our approach is shown in Figure 1.
It includes three stages as follows:
Stage 1: Given an image, we initially detect the central
face and its five facial landmarks including left eye, right
eye, nose, left mouth corner, and right mouth corner using
the face locater developed in our previous work [15].
Stage 2: The face is globally cropped to 224 224 with
three different cropping schemes (see Section 3.3).
Stage 3: One face is fed to GNet for gender classification
and the other two faces are fed to two SNets for smile
classification. We take the average of outputs (probabilities)
form two SNets (SNet1 and SNet2), trained with different
face cropping schemes, as final smile classification result.

3.1 Multi-task and general-to-specific fine-tuning
scheme
To relieve the over-fitting problem, we propose multi-task
and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme. Figure 2 shows
the pipeline of this scheme. Our CNNs architecture is the
same as VGG-Faces [6] shown in Table 1 but with different
last fully connected layers (output layers). We train one GNet
and two SNnets respectively using different cropping

scheme.
Step 1: We adopt VGG-Faces [6] model which is
pre-trained on a large-scale face identification dataset for
face identification and face verification.
Step 2: We fine-tune VGG-Faces [6] on CelebA [7] with
forty attribute annotations including smile and gender. It
can exploit the inherent correlation between face identification and smile and gender classification. In addition, it is
much better than random initialized parameters. The model

Table 1. The architecture of the VGG-Faces [6] deep convolutional neural network
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trained in this step is called Model 1.
Step 3: We fine-tune Model 1 on CelebA [7] with a
specific attribute (smile or gender). It can exploit the inherent correlation between a specific attribute (smile or
gender) and other attributes. Therefore, compared with
VGG-Faces, Model 1 can get better performance. Its effectiveness is demonstrated in the Section 4. The model
trained in this step is called Model 2.
Step 4: We fine-tune Model 2 on FotW with a specific
attribute (smile or gender). FotW is a small-scale dataset
but more challenging with large visual variations of faces.
The model trained in this step called Model 3.
3.2 Deeply learned face attributes classifier
We use the cross-entropy loss for face attributes classification. For each sample , the loss can be formulated as:
(1)
is the probability of
attribute produced by
where
the network, and denotes the parameters of the network.
denotes the ground-truth label of the
The notation
attribute.
The learning target can be formulated as:
(2)
where
is the number of attributes.
training examples.

is the number of

3.3 Tasks-aware face cropping scheme
For gender classification, it needs the global view on a
face and face alignment is not necessary. We compared the
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Figure 3. Examples of different cropping schemes for gender and smile
classification

performance of four kinds of cropping schemes for gender
classification and the examples are showed in Figure 3 (b)
to (e) where (b) has been aligned and others has been not
aligned. In addition, Figure 3 (a) shows the results of face
detection and landmarks localization.
For smile classification, it needs not only the global view
of a face but also the local regions around mouth and cheek.
We compare three kinds of cropping schemes and their individual and ensemble performance. The examples are
showed in Figure 3 (b), (c), and (f) where (c) has been not
aligned and others have been aligned.
Their effectiveness is demonstrated in the Section 4.
According to the results of experiments, cropping overall
face without neck and alignment (Figure (d)) is better for
gender classification. Besides, the ensemble of cropping
overall face and around cheek with alignment (Figure (b)
and (f)) is better for smile classification.

Table 3. Comparisons of different cropping schemes
model
-

Table 2. Comparisons of different fine-tuning stages on the final
performance (gender classification).

-

3.4 Implementation details

-

All CNNs are trained using Caffe deep learning toolbox
[16]. In every fine-tuning step, the momentum is set as 0.9
and the weight decay is set as 0.0005. The base learning
rate is 0.001 in step 2 and it is 0.01 in step 3 and 4. The
learning rate is reduced by polynomial with gamma value
equals to 0.1. We set lr_multi as 0.1 on all convolutional
layers while we set it as 0.5 on fc7 and it as 1 on the last
fully connected layers. We set batch size as 120 and total
iterations as 110K in all steps.

We evaluate the performance of different face cropping
schemes and their ensemble on FotW validation set in
training phase. Cropping scheme 1-5 showed in Figure 3 (b)
to (f). According to the results in table2, face alignment is
useless for gender classification (scheme 1 and 2) and is
useful for smile classification (scheme 1 and 2), so, we skip
some experiments about above conclusion. Table 3 suggests that scheme 2 for gender classification and the ensemble of scheme 1 and 5 for smile classification achieve
the best performance.

4. Experiment

4.3. Evaluation on smile and gender classification

In this section, we present the experimental evaluations
of our proposed methods. For evaluating convincingly and
accurately, we detect all faces from FotW validation set and
choose the faces closest to the bounding box provided in
each image. It can avoid detecting wrong faces. The collection of these faces is a validation set while training. The
training data is collected in the same way. We also correct
some definitely wrong annotations in training data. However, we choose the face closest to each image s center
while testing. Therefore, the accuracies on FotW validation
set while testing or training are different. First, we evaluate
the effectiveness of multi-task and general-to-specific fi
ne-tuning scheme and tasks-aware cropping scheme in
training phase. Then, we evaluate our proposed approach
on validation set in testing phase using overall testing
pipeline.

We evaluate our approach using overall testing pipeline
on FotW validation set for gender and smile classification.
We use the evaluation code provided by organizers and the
mean square error is 263.5.

4.1. The effectiveness of multi-task and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme

5. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we proposed a deep convolutional neural
network based approach for robust facial gender and smile
classification. We propose a multi-task and general-to-specific fine-tuning scheme that exploits the inherent correlation between face identity, gender, smile and
other face attributes. Besides, tasks-aware cropping scheme
is proposed to further enhance the performance.
For future work, we will exploit the inherent correlation
among more face attributes and find an automatic cropping
scheme.
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